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Make your own  

-ellous  
superhero mask!

Colour and decorate 
the mask and cut it out 
around the dotted line

1

2
With the help of an 
adult, pierce a hole 
in the two places 
marked

Cut from hole to hole, along  
the dotted lines around the eyes3

Thread a piece of 
elastic or string 
through the  
outer two holes 
and tie in place

4

Slip the mask over  
your face and become a  
superhero like Marv! 

5

No-printer? No problem!  
Check out our no print  
instructions on the next page.
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 1.   View the template on your digital device (tablet, phone etc.) and trace the mask 
outline with a pencil. If you’re viewing this on a smaller screen, like a mobile 
phone, fold the paper in half and trace half of the mask from your screen.

  Top tip: Use a thin piece of paper or some leftover baking paper from the kitchen! 
Make sure your screen brightness is turned up so you can see the outline. 

2.   Cut around the outline you’ve drawn to create your mask shape. If you’ve folded 
your paper, unfold this after cutting to reveal your mask!

3.    Put the paper with the mask outline onto an empty cereal box/piece of cardboard, 
and with adult supervision, carefully cut around this. 

4.  Get creative! Decorate your mask using colourful pencils, pens or paint. 

5.  Ask an adult to pierce a hole on either side of the mask on the X. 

6   Find some material that you can thread through the holes and tie in place. Ask  
an adult for help.

  Top tip: You could use any spare material that you can find – old ribbon from a  
gift bag or piece of elastic from an old piece of clothing 

7.  Put the mask over your face and become a superhero just like Marv!

No Printer, No ProbleM! 
Option 1
Follow our handy instructions below:

You will need:
  A thin piece of A4 paper or baking paper 
  A pair of scissors (ask an adult for help using these!)
 An empty cereal box 
 Colourful pencils/pens/paint 
  Any spare piece of material to tie your mask 
together – recycled ribbon or an old piece of elastic 
from some clothing – whatever you have!

Choose your superhero!
 Who is your favourite superhero? Think about your 
favourite books which feature superhero characters.

What superhero mask would they wear? What are 
their favourite colours? Note down some ideas here to 
help you decorate your mask:
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1.   Find some cardboard, this could be an old cereal box or leftover 
cardboard from a delivery parcel.

2.  Use something round to trace onto the cardboard. This could be a 
plate, a bowl, or cup – anything round works! Carefully cut around 
the outline, with adult supervision.

3.  Hold the cardboard against your face and get an adult to mark 
where your eyes are with a pencil onto the cardboard. Carefully, 
with adult supervision, cut two holes where the eye markings are.

4.  Get creative! Decorate your mask using colourful pencils, pens, or 
paint.

5. Ask an adult to pierce a hole on either side of the mask on the X.

6.  Find some material that you can thread through the holes and tie 
in place. Ask an adult for help. 

   Top tip: You could use any spare material that you can find – old 
ribbon from a gift bag or piece of elastic from an old piece of 
clothing.

No Printer, No ProbleM! 
Option 2
Follow our handy instructions below:

You will need:
  A thin piece of A4 paper or baking paper 
  A pair of scissors (ask an adult for help using these!)
 An empty cereal box 
 Colourful pencils/pens/paint 
  Any spare piece of material to tie your mask together – recycled 
ribbon or an old piece of elastic from some clothing – whatever 
you have!

Choose your superhero!
 Who is your favourite superhero? Think about your favourite books 
which feature superhero characters.

What superhero mask would they wear? What are their favourite 
colours? Note down some ideas here to help you decorate your 
mask:


